
YEAR 7 2023 READING LIST

Welcome to Year 7 at Trinity Grammar School! And a warm welcome to the Arthur Holt Library.

The Library team are always on hand to assist you in your literary adventures. Here’s a list of
books to get you started, but feel free to stop by if you’d like some more ideas.

Parents are also welcome to borrow from our extensive collection. Simply pop into the library at
your convenience and we’ll open an account for you.

We look forward to meeting you all.

Happy Reading,

The Library Services Team



BOOK GUIDE

The Arthur Holt Library divides books into different sections to make books easier to find. Our
main sections are Fiction & Non-Fiction. However, the Fiction section is divided into genres,
similar to what you might find when you peruse your local bookshop!

➔ Non-Fiction
Books about science, maths, art, film, technology and more.

➔ General Fiction
Stories of people like us, set in a world like ours, believable and relatable.

➔ Action & Adventure
Stories that are action packed, sometimes with spies, ninjas, soldiers, thrilling travels etc.

➔ Biography
Books about real people and their lives, sometimes written by the subject - autobiography.

➔ Crime & Mystery
Stories that include some sort of mystery or murder, can include police procedurals.

➔ Dystopian
Stories that are set in alternate versions of our world, often measureably worse.

➔ Fantasy
Stories set in a fantasy world with mythical creatures and magic.

➔ Graphic Novels
Our comic and manga collections, including graphic adaptions of popular works.

➔ Humour
Stories and writings that are unbelievably funny OR have a dark sense of humour.

➔ Historical Fiction
Books set in the past, from the perspective of the author, war, royalty, times of great turmoil.

➔ Horror
Stories that make your spine tingle with fear, books you prefer to read in daylight.

➔ International
Stories and films in different languages, both in whole, or side-by-side bilingual translations.

➔ Picture books
These books use incredible illustrations to tell the story as much as the words do.

➔ Science Fiction
Stories that include imaginative and futuristic concepts, science, space, time travel etc.

➔ Short Stories
Delightful tales in fewer pages, often collections on a topic, or by a single author.



LIBRARY BINGO

As a fun introduction to the library collection, each boy will receive a bingo card in his orientation
bag, along with a book from this reading list. If he reads six books from six different genres and
marks them off on his bingo card, he will receive a library departmental award.



SUGGESTED READINGS

A Tale of Magic by Chris Colfer

Fourteen-year-old Brystal Evergreen has always known she was destined for
great things. That is, if she can survive the oppressive Southern Kingdom.
Her only escape is books, but since it's illegal for women to read in her
country, she has to find creative ways of acquiring them. Working as a maid
at her local library gives her the perfect excuse to be near them and allows
her to sneak a few titles home. But one day Brystal uncovers a secret
section of the library and finds a book about magic that changes her life.

Library call number: FAN F COLF

Slime by David Walliams

Welcome to the Isle of Mulch… This little island is home to a large number of
horrible grown-ups. The school, the local park, the toy shop and even the
island’s ice-cream van are all run by awful adults who like nothing more than
making children miserable. And the island is owned by the most awful one of
all – Aunt Greta Greed! Something needs to be done about them. But who
could be brave enough? Meet Ned – an extraordinary boy with a special
power. Slimepower! 

Library call number: HUM F WALL

The Mamba Mentality: How I Play by Kobe Bryant

For the first time, and in his own words, Bryant reveals his famously detailed
approach and the steps he took to prepare mentally and physically to not just
succeed at the game, but to excel. Readers will learn how Bryant studied an
opponent, how he channeled his passion for the game, how he played
through injuries. They’ll also get fascinating granular detail as he breaks
down specific plays and match-ups from throughout his career.

Library call number: 796.323 BRY

Hungry by H.A. Swain

In Thalia's world, there is no more food and no need for food, as everyone
takes medication to ward off hunger. Her parents both work for the company
that developed the drugs society consumes to quell any food cravings, and
they live a life of privilege as a result. When Thalia meets a boy who is part
of an underground movement to bring food back, she realises that there is
an entire world outside her own. She also starts to feel hunger…

Library call number: DYS F SWAI



The Wizards of Once by Cressida Cowell

This is the story of a young boy wizard and a young girl warrior who have
been taught since birth to hate each other like poison; and the thrilling tale of
what happens when their two worlds collide. Xar is a wizard boy who has no
magic, and will do anything to get it. Wish is a warrior girl, but she owns a
banned magical object, and she will do anything to conceal it.

Library call number: FAN F COWE

Hollowpox: The Hunt for Morrigan Crow by Jessica Townsend

Morrigan Crow and her friends have survived their first year as proud
scholars of the elite Wundrous Society, helped bring down the nefarious
Ghastly Market, and proven themselves loyal to Unit 919. Now Morrigan
faces a new, exciting challenge: to master the mysterious Wretched Arts of
the Accomplished Wundersmith, and control the power that threatens to
consume her. Meanwhile, a strange and frightening illness has taken hold of
Nevermoor, turning infected Wunimals into mindless, vicious Unnimals on
the hunt. As victims of the Hollowpox multiply, panic spreads. There are
whispers - growing louder every day - that this catastrophe can only be the
work of the Wundersmith, Ezra Squall.

Library call number: FAN F TOWN

Warcross by Marie Lu

For the millions who log in every day, Warcross isn’t just a game—it’s a way
of life. The obsession started ten years ago and its fan base now spans the
globe, some eager to escape from reality and others hoping to make a profit.
Struggling to make ends meet, teenage hacker Emika Chen works as a
bounty hunter, tracking down players who bet on the game illegally. But the
bounty hunting world is a competitive one, and survival has not been easy.
Needing to make some quick cash, Emika takes a risk and hacks into the
opening game of the international Warcross Championships.

Library call number: DYS F LU

My Hero Academia by Kohei Horikoshi

What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population manifested
superpowers called “Quirks” at age four? Heroes and villains would be
battling it out everywhere! Being a hero would mean learning to use your
power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of course!
Middle school student Izuku Midoriya wants to be a hero more than anything,
but he hasn’t got an ounce of power in him. With no chance of ever getting
into the prestigious U.A. High School for budding heroes, his life is looking
more and more like a dead end. Then an encounter with All Might, the
greatest hero of them all, gives him a chance to change his destiny…

Library call number: GRA F MYH



Catching Teller Crow by Ambelin Kwaymullina

Nothing's been the same for Beth Teller since she died. Her dad, a detective,
is the only one who can see and hear her - and he's drowning in grief. But
now they have a mystery to solve together. Who is Isobel Catching, and
what's her connection to the fire that killed a man? What happened to the
people who haven't been seen since the fire? As Beth unravels the mystery,
she finds a shocking story lurking beneath the surface of a small town, and a
friendship that lasts beyond one life and into another.

Library call number: CRI F KWAY

Kick by Mitch Johnson

Budi dreams big. He's going to be a star footballer playing for Real Madrid
like his idol, instead of working in a sweatshop making the boots his idol
wears. But one unlucky kick brings the real world crashing down. Because
now he owes the Dragon, the deadliest gang lord in Jakarta. And if he
doesn't pay up, his family's lives are at stake...

Library call number: F JOH

500 Minutes of Danger by Jack Heath

Ten stories. Ten dangerous situations. Ten brave kids. Fifty minutes to
escape. Bobby wakes up somewhere dark, cold, and enclosed. Has he been
buried alive, or is something else going on? Ella's trapped in quicksand, and
sinking fast. Will she escape, or will one of the predators roaming the jungle
find her first? Kelsey has infiltrated a top-secret science lab, where a giant
remote-control crocodile is being prepared to attack the city...

Library call number: ACT F HEAT

Dry by Neal Shusterman

The drought - or the Tap-Out, as everyone calls it - has been going on for a
while now. Everyone’s lives have become an endless list of don’ts: don’t
water the lawn, don’t fill up your pool, don’t take long showers. Until the taps
run dry. Suddenly, Alyssa’s quiet suburban street spirals into a warzone of
desperation; neighbours and families turned against each other on the hunt
for water. And when her parents don’t return and her life - and the life of her
brother - is threatened, Alyssa has to make impossible choices if she’s going
to survive.

Library call number: DYS F SHUS



Runt by Craig Sylvie

Annie Shearer lives in the country town of Upson Downs with her best friend,
an adopted stray dog called Runt. The two share a very special bond. After
years evading capture, Runt is remarkably fast and agile, perfect for herding
runaway sheep. But when a greedy local landowner puts her family's home
at risk, Annie directs Runt's extraordinary talents towards a different pursuit -
winning the Agility Course Grand Championship at the lucrative Krumpets
Dog Show in London. However, there is a curious catch: Runt will only obey
Annie's commands if nobody else is watching. With all eyes on them, Annie
and Runt must beat the odds and the fastest dogs in the world to save her
farm. Runt is a heart-warming and hilarious tale of kindness, friendship,
hurdles, hoops, tunnels, see-saws, being yourself and bringing out the best
in others.

Library call number: F SILV

Lenny’s Book of Everything by Karen Foxlee

Lenny's younger brother has a rare form of gigantism and while Lenny's
fiercely protective, it isn't always easy being the sister of 'the giant'. A book
about finding good in the bad that will break your heart while raising your
spirits in a way that only a classic novel can.

Library call number: F FOXL

A Series of Unfortunate Events: The Bad Beginning by Lemony Snicket

I'm sorry to say that this wretched book is extremely unpleasant. It tells an
unhappy tale about three very unlucky children. Even though they are
charming and clever, the Baudelaire siblings lead lives filled with misery and
woe. From the very first page of this book when the children are at the beach
and receive terrible news, continuing on through the entire story, disaster
lurks at their heels. One might say they are magnets for misfortune.

Library call number: HUM F SNIC

Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer

Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is a millionaire, a genius—and, above all, a
criminal mastermind. But even Artemis doesn't know what he's taken on
when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit. These
aren't the fairies of bedtime stories—they're dangerous! Full of unexpected
twists and turns, Artemis Fowl is a riveting, magical adventure.

Library call number: FAN F COLF



I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai

On Tuesday, October 9, 2012, when she was fifteen, she almost paid the
ultimate price. She was shot in the head at point-blank range while riding the
bus home from school, and few expected her to survive. Instead, Malala's
miraculous recovery has taken her on an extraordinary journey from a
remote valley in northern Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations in New
York. At sixteen, she has become a global symbol of peaceful protest and
the youngest-ever Nobel Peace Prize laureate.

Library call number: BIO 371.822 YOU

The Rig by Joe Ducie

Fifteen-year-old Will Drake has made a career of breaking out from
high-security prisons. His talents have landed him at the Rig, a specialist
juvenile holding facility in the middle of the Arctic Ocean. No one can escape
from the Rig. No one except for Drake, that is...

Library call number: ACT F DUCI

The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien

Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and contented life, with no desire to travel far
from the comforts of home; then one day the wizard Gandalf and a band of
dwarves arrive unexpectedly and enlist his services - as a burglar - on a
dangerous expedition to raid the treasure hoard of Smaug the dragon.

Library call number: FAN F TOLK

A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness

Conor has the same dream every night, ever since his mother first fell ill,
ever since she started the treatments that don't quite seem to be working.
But tonight is different. Tonight, when he wakes, there's a visitor at his
window. It's ancient, elemental, a force of nature. And it wants the most
dangerous thing of all from Conor. It wants the truth.

Library call number: HOR F NESS



Thirteen by Tom Hoyle

Born at midnight in London, on the stroke of the new millennium, Adam is
the target of a cult that believes boys born on this date must die before the
end of their thirteenth year. Twelve boys have been killed so far. Coron, the
crazy cult leader, will stop at nothing to bring in his new kingdom. And now
he is planning a bombing spectacular across London to celebrate the
sacrifice of his final victim: Adam.

Library call number: CRI F HOYL

The Magic Thief by Sarah Prineas

In a city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into
a life of wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead the day he
picked Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone
used to focus magic and work spells. But for some reason he did not. Nevery
finds that interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision
that the boy find a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to search
for his stone between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who or
what is stealing the city of Wellmet's magic.

Library call number: FAN F PRIN

War Horse by Michael Morpurgo

In 1914, Joey, a beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose, is
sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war on the Western Front.
With his officer, he charges toward the enemy, witnessing the horror of the
battles in France. But even in the desolation of the trenches, Joey's courage
touches the soldiers around him and he is able to find warmth and hope. But
his heart aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he ever see
his true master again?

Library call number: HIST F MORP

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman

When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire family, who
would have thought it would find safety and security in the local graveyard?
Brought up by the resident ghosts, ghouls and spectres, Bod has an
eccentric childhood learning about life from the dead. But for Bod there is
also the danger of the murderer still looking for him - after all, he is the last
remaining member of the family. A stunningly original novel deftly
constructed over eight chapters, featuring every second year of Bod's life,
from babyhood to adolescence. Will Bod survive to be a man?

Library call number: FAN F GAIM



The Goldfish Boy by Lisa Thompson

Twelve-year-old Matthew is trapped in his bedroom by crippling OCD,
spending most of his time staring out of his window as the inhabitants of
Chestnut Close go about their business. Until the day he is the last person to
see his next door neighbour's toddler, Teddy, before he goes missing.
Matthew must turn detective and unravel the mystery of Teddy's
disappearance - with the help of a brilliant cast of supporting characters.
Page-turning, heartbreaking, but ultimately life-affirming, this story is perfect
for fans of ‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time’ and ‘Wonder’.
It is a book that will make you laugh and cry.

Library call number: F THOM

The Book Thief by Marcus Zusak

1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never
been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on
Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp.
Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her
street when the bombs begin to fall.

Library call number: HIST F ZUSA

Boy and Going Solo by Roald Dahl

‘Boy and Going Solo’ is the whole of Roald Dahl's extraordinary
autobiography in one volume. Roald Dahl wasn't always a writer. Once he
was just a schoolboy. In ‘Boy’ you'll find out why he and his friends took
revenge on the beastly Mrs Pratchett. He remembers what it was like
taste-testing chocolate for Cadbury's and he even reveals how his nose was
nearly sliced off. Then in ‘Going Solo’ you'll read stories of whizzing through
the air in a Tiger Moth Plane, encounters with hungry lions, and the terrible
crash that led him to storytelling.

Library call number: BIO 823 DAH

The Eagle of the Ninth by Rosemary Sutcliff

The Ninth Legion marched into the mists of northern Britain - and they were
never seen again. Four thousand men disappeared and their eagle standard
was lost. It's a mystery that's never been solved, until now… Marcus has to
find out what happened to his father, who led the legion. So he sets out into
the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that nobody expects him to return.

Library call number: HIST F SUTC



Holes by Louis Sachar

Stanley Yelnats' family has a history of bad luck, so when a miscarriage of
justice sends him to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre (which
isn't green and doesn't have a lake) he is not surprised. Every day he and
the other inmates are told to dig a hole, five foot wide by five foot deep,
reporting anything they find. The evil warden claims that it is character
building, but this is a lie and Stanley must dig up the truth.

Library call number: F SACH

Young Dark Emu: A Truer History by Bruce Pascoe

Using the accounts of early European explorers, colonists and farmers,
Bruce Pascoe compellingly argues for a reconsideration of the
hunter-gatherer label for pre-colonial Aboriginal Australians. He allows the
reader to see Australia as it was before Europeans arrived — a land of
cultivated farming areas, productive fisheries, permanent homes, and an
understanding of the environment and its natural resources that supported
thriving villages across the continent.

Library call number: 338.1 PAS

The Good Thieves by Katherine Rundell

When Vita’s grandfather’s mansion is taken from him by a powerful real
estate tycoon, Vita knows it’s up to her to make things right. With the help of
a pickpocket and her new circus friends, Vita creates the plan: Break into the
mansion. Steal back what’s rightfully her grandfather’s. Expose the real
estate tycoon for the crook he truly is. But 1920s Manhattan is ever-changing
and full of secrets. It might take more than Vita’s ragtag gang of misfits to
outsmart the city that never sleeps.

Library call number: ACT F RUND

Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters by Rick Riordan

‘Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters’ is the second exciting adventure in
Rick Riordan’s bestselling Percy Jackson series. You can't tell by looking at
him that his dad is Poseidon, God of the Sea, and it's not easy being a
half-blood these days. Even a simple game of dodgeball becomes a death
match against an ugly gang of cannibal giants - and that is only the
beginning. Now Camp Half-Blood is under attack, and unless Percy can get
his hands on the Golden Fleece, the whole camp will be invaded by
monsters. Big ones...

Library call number: FAN F RIOR



Siege (Special Forces Cadets #1) by Chris Ryan

A top-secret government programme needs a crack team of undercover
military operators. They must have awesome levels of determination,
endurance and fitness. They must be able to think on their feet. The recruits
undergo the most rigorous and testing selection process the modern military
can devise. And in order to operate in circumstances where adult forces
would be compromised, the recruits must be under 16. Once out in the field,
they will require all their skills just to stay alive.

Library call number: ACT F RYAN

Why Do Boys Have Nipples?: And 73 Other Weird Questions That Only
Science Can Answer by New Scientist

In Why Do Boys Have Nipples?, kids will discover how to extract iron from
breakfast cereal; that fish communicate by farting; how to turn fried eggs
green; why tigers have stripes, not spots; and much, much more. Behind
each surprising question and answer or wacky experiment is a scientific
explanation that will teach kids more about biology, chemistry and physics,
and the world around them.

Library call number: 030.2 WHY

The Secret Science of Magic by Melissa Keil

Sophia is smart, like genius-calculator-brain smart. But there are some
things no amount of genius can prepare you for, and the messiness of real
life is one of them. When everything she knows is falling apart, how can she
crack the puzzle of what to do with her life? Joshua spends his time honing
magic tricks and planning how to win Sophia’s heart. But when your best
trick is making schoolwork disappear, how do you possibly romance a
genius? In life and love, timing is everything. 

Library call number: ACT F KEIL

Brain Freeze by Oliver Phommavanh

From a dog who accidentally becomes the first animal on Mars, a hopeless
chess player dealing with his sports-mad dad, and a girl whose dreams are
getting too big for her bed, to a boy who has had 1000 names – so far. Not to
mention, the strange boy who never seems to get brain freeze (until…),
these short stories will blow your mind. 

Library call number: SHO F PHOM



The Year the Maps Changed by Danielle Binks

Fred's family is a mess. Fred's mother died when she was six and she's
been raised by her Pop and adoptive father, Luca, ever since. But now Pop
is at the Rye Rehabilitation Centre recovering from a fall; Luca's girlfriend,
Anika, has moved in; and Fred's just found out that Anika and Luca are
having a baby of their own. More and more it feels like a land-grab for family
and Fred is the one being left off the map. But even as the world feels like it's
spinning out of control, a crisis from the other side of it comes crashing in.
When 400 Kosovar-Albanian refugees arrive in the middle of the night to be
housed at one of Australia's 'safe havens' not far from Sorrento, their fate
becomes intertwined with the lives of Fred and her family.

Library call number: F BINK

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child by JK Rowling, John Tiffany and Jack
Thorne

It was always difficult being Harry Potter and it isn’t much easier now that he
is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband and father of
three school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to
stay where it belongs, his youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight
of a family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously,
both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness
comes from unexpected places. 

Library call number: FAN F ROWL

Hive by AJ Betts

Hayley tends to her bees and follows the rules in the only world she has ever
known. Until she witnesses the impossible: a drip from the ceiling. A drip? It
doesn't make sense. Yet she hears it, catches it. Tastes it. Curiosity is a
hook. What starts as a drip leads to a lie, a death, a boy, a beast, and too
many awful questions.

Library call number: DYS F BETT

Cop and Robber by Tristan Bancks

If your mum was a cop and your dad was a crim who needed your help to
commit a crime, would you do it to save him? At what cost? Nash Hall's dad
is a criminal who just can't seem to go straight. He wants Nash to help him
commit a robbery. A big one. The trouble is, Nash's mum is a cop. And the
robbery is at Nash's school. But Dad owes a lot of money to some very
dangerous people and if Nash doesn't help him do the job, it could cost both
their lives.

Library call number: CRI F BANC



What About Thao? by Oliver Phommavanh

I was a city kid - until we moved to the middle of nowhere! At my tiny new
school, I stuck out like my spiky hair. But being the odd one out was new for
me, and all the attention was actually pretty cool. That was, until Kadir
arrived. He and his family came from Syria and now they're in the limelight,
even though that seems to be kryptonite to Kadir. If I could just help Kadir fit
in, maybe I'd go back to being the odd one out again. But that seems like a
very big ask.

Library call number: F PHOM

The Bone Sparrow by Zana Fraillon

Subhi is a refugee. Born in an Australian permanent detention centre after
his mother fled the violence of a distant homeland, life behind the fences is
all he has ever known. But as he grows, his imagination gets bigger too, until
it is bursting at the limits of his world. The Night Sea brings him gifts, the
faraway whales sing to him, and the birds tell their stories. The most vivid
story of all, however, is the one that arrives one night in the form of Jimmie, a
scruffy, impatient girl who appears from the other side of the wires, and
brings a notebook written by the mother she lost. Unable to read it, she relies
on Subhi to unravel her own family's love songs and tragedies.

Library call number: F FRAI

The Grandest Bookshop in the World by Amelia Mellor

Pearl and Vally Cole live in a bookshop. And not just any bookshop. In 1893,
Cole’s Book Arcade in Melbourne is the grandest bookshop in the world,
brimming with every curiosity imaginable. Each day brings fresh delights for
the siblings: voice-changing sweets, talking parrots, a new story written just
for them by their eccentric father. When Pearl and Vally learn that Pa has
risked the Arcade – and himself – in a shocking deal, the siblings hatch a
plan. Soon they are swept into a dangerous game with impossibly high
stakes: defeat seven challenges by the stroke of midnight and both the
Arcade and their father will be restored. But if they fail Pearl and Vally won’t
just lose Pa – they’ll forget that he and the Arcade ever existed.

Library call number: FAN F MELL

The Fire Star by A.L. Tait

Maven and Reeve have three days to solve the mystery of the Fire Star. If
they don’t, they’ll lose everything. This could be a complete disaster… or the
beginning of a great friendship. 39 Clues meets Ranger’s Apprentice in
bestselling fantasy author A.L. Tait's new medieval adventure series about
two unlikely friends – and a mystery to solve that could change their lives.

Library call number: FAN F TAIT



Ready Player One by Ernest Cline

In the year 2044, reality is an ugly place. The only time teenage Wade Watts
really feels alive is when he's jacked into the virtual utopia known as the
Oasis. Wade's devoted his life to studying the puzzles hidden within this
world's digital confines, puzzles that are based on their creator's obsession
with the pop culture of decades past and that promise massive power and
fortune to whoever can unlock them.

Library call number: DYS F CLIN

Wink by Rob Harrell

Twelve-year-old Ross Maloy just wants to be normal. Not to have a rare eye
cancer, not to lose his hair, not to have to wear a weird hat or have a goopy
eye full of ointment. Just normal. But with a sudden and horrifying diagnosis,
Ross can't help standing out. His new life is medical treatments that feel
straight out of a video game, vision loss in one eye, disappearing friends
who don't know what to say to "the cancer kid," cruel bullying, and ultimately,
friendships new and old that rise above everything.

Library call number: HUM F HARR

The Unadoptables by Hana Tooke

In all the years that Elinora Gassbeek has been matron of the Little Tulip
Orphanage, not once have the Rules for Baby Abandonment been broken.
Until the autumn of 1886, when five babies are left in outrageous
circumstances: one in a tin toolbox, one in a coal bucket, one in a picnic
hamper, one in a wheat sack, and finally, one in a coffin-shaped basket.
Those babies were Lotta, Egg, Fenna, Sem and Milou; who were swiftly and
firmly deemed 'the unadoptables'. Twelve years on the children still have
each other - until the fateful night a most sinister gentleman appears and
threatens to tear them apart. The gang decide to make a daring escape,
fleeing the frozen canals of Amsterdam for an adventure packed with
puppets and pirate ships, clock-makers and cruel villains.

Library call number: ACT F TOOK

The Strangeworlds Travel Agency by L.D. Lapinski

When 12-year-old Flick Hudson accidentally ends up in the Strangeworlds
Travel Agency, she uncovers a fantastic secret: there are hundreds of other
worlds just steps away from ours. All you have to do to visit them is jump into
the right suitcase. Then Flick gets the invitation of a lifetime: join
Strangeworlds' magical travel society and explore other worlds. But,
unknown to Flick, the world at the very centre of it all, a city called Five
Lights, is in danger. Buildings and even streets are mysteriously
disappearing. 

Library call number: FAN F LAPI



The Dangerous Business of Being Trilby Moffat by Kate Temple

A mystery illness is making people bake ancient cakes, speak dead
languages and then fall asleep and never wake up. When Trilby Moffat's
mother catches this strange sickness, Trilby must find her only other
surviving relative, a 300-year-old aunt who lives in a secret antique shop on
the edge of time. Ahead of Trilby lies an unusual inheritance, an opportunity
that will never be repeated and a man in a top hat who will try to kill her . . .
more than once.

Library call number: FAN F TEMP

Solomon Macaroni and the Cousin Catastrophe by Ashleigh Barton

You've never met a vampire like Solomon Macaroni before - he's friendly,
polite and makes a mean tofu Bolognese. Understandably, when his parents
go on a one-hundred-year cruise without him, Solomon is not impressed.
Especially because it means having to stay in creepy Transylvania with his
six cousins, who are the rudest and naughtiest vampires in existence. (Well,
apart from Lucy. He likes her.) Not even his uncle, Count Dracula, the oldest
vampire in the world, can stop their pranks. Solomon wishes he could spend
the next hundred years alone at his own house with his spider friend, Fred,
instead.
But when his cousins venture into the spooky Wildwood on a dangerous
mission, Solomon - against his better judgement - agrees to help Lucy
rescue them. At least, that's what he thinks he's doing. In the forest,
Solomon must draw on all he knows - about old magic, wet wipes and the
importance of a well-timed entrance - to save his catastrophic cousins and
possibly the world.

Library call number: HUM F BART

Rock Paper Killers By Alexia Mason

When five Dublin teenagers arrive at a rural coastal college to cram for their final
exams, their most pressing concern is the prospect of a month with no partying.
Little do they know that one of them will never make it back home…

Library call number: CRI F MASO



A SELECTION OF BOOKS BY SOME OF THE AHL LIBRARY GUEST SPEAKERS

Whenever possible, we welcome published authors into the Arthur Holt Library as part of such
events as books@breakfast, the Trinity Arts Festival and Science Week. Here is a selection of
books by some of our past speakers.

Jasper Jones by Craig Silvey

Late on a hot summer night at the tail end of 1965, Charlie Bucktin,
a precocious and bookish boy of thirteen, is startled by a knock on
his window. His visitor is Jasper Jones. Rebellious, mixed-race and
solitary, Jasper is a distant figure of danger and intrigue for Charlie.
So when Jasper begs for his help, Charlie eagerly steals into the
night by his side, terribly afraid but desperate to impress. Jasper
takes him to his secret glade in the bush, and it is here that Charlie
bears witness to a horrible discovery.

Library call number: CRI F SILV

Karl, the Universe and Everything by Dr Karl Kruszelnicki

Grab your towel and hitchhike across the galaxy with Australia's
most popular scientist Dr Karl Kruszelnicki. Learn about Dr Karl, the
universe and everything, and discover how air-conditioning is
sexist, how you can kill a spinning hard drive by shouting at it and
how space junk is threatening our future capabilities for space
travel.

Library call number: 500 KRU

Walking Free by Munjed Al Muderis

In 1999, Munjed Al Muderis was a young surgical resident working
in Baghdad when a squad of Military Police marched into the
operating theatre and ordered the surgical team to mutilate the ears
of three busloads of army deserters. When the head of surgery
refused, he was executed in front of his staff. Munjed's choices
were stark--comply and breach the medical oath 'do no harm',
refuse and face certain death, or flee. That day, Munjed's life
changed forever. He escaped to Indonesia, where he boarded a
filthy, overcrowded refugee boat, bound for Australia.

Library call number: BIO 617.4 ALM



Monuments by Will Kostakis

When Connor Giannopoulos discovers a monument under his high
school, he doesn't have any idea how much his life is going to
change forever. It turns out that immortality and strength beyond his
wildest dreams is a bit more responsibility than he bargained for.

Library call number: FAN F KOST

Perspective by Ellyse Perry

A book of shared insights from one of Australia's most exceptional
athletes. Ellyse Perry is among the all-time cricket greats, and the
only player, female or male, to represent Australia in both cricket
and football World Cups, making her international debut in both
sports at the age of 16. ‘Perspective’ is about sitting back from the
world you're involved in and evaluating what it means to you. What
are the important things that you know make experiences special?

Library call number: BIO 796.358

Australia Day by Stan Grant

In this book, his long-awaited follow up to ‘Talking to My Country’,
Stan talks about our country, about who we are as a nation, about
the indigenous struggle for belonging and identity in Australia, and
what it means to be Australian. A sad, wise, beautiful, reflective and
troubled book, ‘Australia Day’ asks the questions that have to be
asked, that no else seems to be asking. Who are we? What is our
country? How do we move forward from here?

Library call number: 305.899 GRA


